Over the past several years, libraries have strategically brought to bear the power of a global awareness event we call "Open Access Week" to advance real, policy-driven scholarly communication change on campus. Initiated 
-Jennifer McLennan
Development Center (FFRDC) that provides the facilities, tools, and models needed to advance science across the atmospheric and geoscience community.
NCAR employs several hundred scientists, whose work and research are supported by the NCAR Library, a small, specialized library committed to the facilitation and stewardship of NCAR research.
Together, NCAR and UCAR share a mission of supporting research across the broad atmospheric and geoscience community. That community is 
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and the thoughtful conversation it inspired, the event was quite successful.
We would therefore like to offer the following recommendations to other institutions or departments planning Open Access Week activities in the future:
• Make it relevant. Well-structured, relevant conversations are more engaging for everyone involved.
• Draw on your institution's mission statement. Tying the discussion to your institution's mission will help to ensure this relevance, and will also help secure buy-in and interest from your senior management.
• • Meet your audience where they are, physically as well as intellectually.
• Plan early, schedule early. This will be especially important if your institution is hoping to bring in a speaker. Once you know the date, ask people to hold it, and let them know to look forward to future updates.
• Give them stuff, but also give them information. While you are handing out buttons and T-shirts, do not miss the opportunity to educate and inform your audience about the importance of open access in scholarly publishing.
This is a particularly valuable approach for institutions planning their first
Open Access Week, and will help you stay within your budget. 
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Planning
Led by a core team comprised of staff from a variety of LCR departments, our planning process consisted of several elements:
• We did our research. We did not take part in OA Week 2008 but we made sure we talked with institutions that did do something that year and we learned from them (what worked, what did not, etc.).
• We aimed big. As we are fairly well established in terms of OA activities, we wanted an OA Week program that complemented our progress. In addition, as we had not participated in the 2007 and 2008 OA Weeks, we had some catching up to do, so to speak. Not all of our initial plans for OA Week 2009 came to fruition but many did.
• LCR administration was on our side. Our director, Tom Hickerson, was very supportive, had plenty of ideas as to what we could do, and he gave us a budget of approximately $5,000 (CAN).
• We reached out to LCR colleagues. A core team of LCR staff planned our OA Week program but also put the word out to everyone in LCR and drew on help from these colleagues, in both big and small ways.
• We reached out to campus supporters outside of LCR. Rose Goldstein,
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Activities
We carried out many activities during OA Week 2009. Some of the key activities included:
• We employed the visual element. The OA Week colors and graphics are striking and people seem to really like them. We incorporated the OA Week images wherever we placed a display or a banner or posters.
• We had an OA Week element in every library location. Every branch had something OA-related for the entire week, ranging from a small static display to a large, staffed desk.
• We worked with the media. We communicated with the media both on and off campus to promote OA and OA Week issues.
• We gave away stuff. People like free stuff (especially orange T-shirts).
Giving away OA tchotchkes opens the door to conversations about open access and related issues. 
Some Results
Anecdotally
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